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Abstract 50 

Strong trade-offs between agriculture and the environment occur in 51 

deforestation frontiers, particularly in the world’s rapidly disappearing tropical and 52 

subtropical dry forests. Pathways to mitigate these trade-offs are often unclear, as well 53 

as how deforestation or different policies alter the option space of available pathways. 54 

Using a spatial optimization framework based on linear programming, we developed a 55 

landscape-scale possibility frontier describing trade-offs between agricultural profit, 56 

biodiversity, and carbon stock for the Argentinean Dry Chaco, a global deforestation 57 

hotspot. We use this framework to assess how current land-use zoning, as well as past 58 

and future land-use-trajectories, alter the option space to minimize trade-offs between 59 

biodiversity, carbon, and agriculture. Our analyses yield four major insights. First, we 60 

found substantial co-benefits between biodiversity and carbon, yet strong trade-offs of 61 

both with agriculture. Second, development according to the current zoning could lead 62 

to highly suboptimal socio-ecological outcomes, and our analysis pinpoints how this 63 

zoning could be improved. Third, high landscape-scale multifunctionality can be 64 

achieved using different land-use strategies, but maintaining >40% of forest is essential 65 

in all of them, and silvopastoral systems appear to be central for achieving high overall 66 

multifunctionality. Finally, our results suggest the window of opportunity is closing 67 

rapidly: recent land-use changes since 2000 have rapidly moved the Chaco within the 68 

options space, with forest extent declining towards critical thresholds for maintaining 69 

balanced, multifunctional landscapes. Our results emphasize that the time for 70 

sustainability planning in the Chaco is now. More broadly, we show how multi-criteria 71 

optimization can describe dynamic trade-offs between agriculture and the 72 

environment at landscape and regional scales. This can help to identify land-system 73 

tipping points that, once crossed, would inhibit more sustainable futures, and policies 74 

to avoid such potential traps. 75 

 76 

Keywords: Agricultural expansion; Agricultural intensification; Conservation planning; 77 

Gran Chaco; Pareto frontier; Spatial prioritization; Tropical dry forests and savannas.  78 
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INTRODUCTION 79 

Where agriculture expands and intensifies, environmental trade-offs are 80 

typically stark (Foley et al., 2011, Laurance et al., 2014). Moving to sustainable 81 

agriculture that achieves more positive environmental outcomes is therefore a central 82 

goal for stakeholders from local to global scales (IPBES, 2019, Leclère et al., 2020). This 83 

is particularly pressing in tropical and subtropical deforestation frontiers, where 84 

agricultural expansion leads to rapid and drastic environmental trade-offs, including 85 

widespread biodiversity loss (Laurance et al., 2014, Kehoe et al., 2017) and massive 86 

carbon emissions (Baccini et al., 2017, Pendrill et al., 2019). Given diminishing forests 87 

and surging demands for agricultural products, the urgency for policies to effectively 88 

mitigate agriculture-environment trade-offs has never been greater (Lawrence & 89 

Vandecar, 2015, Carrasco et al., 2017, Law et al., 2017). 90 

To deliver evidence-based policy and mitigation measures, knowledge of 91 

agriculture-environment trade-offs is needed, and such knowledge is particularly 92 

sparse in the world’s tropical and subtropical dry forests and savannas (hereafter: dry 93 

forests). These ecosystems cover about 20% of the global terrestrial surface, provide 94 

30% of global primary productivity, sustain about 20% of the world’s human 95 

population, and harbor high biodiversity (Miles et al., 2006, Murphy et al., 2016). Yet 96 

dry forests remain weakly protected (Miles et al., 2006, Parr et al., 2014, Banda-R et 97 

al., 2016) and are experiencing high and escalating rates of human pressure, especially 98 

from land-use change (Blackie et al., 2014). Many dry forests regions are deforestation 99 

frontiers, particularly the South American Cerrado, Chaco, and Chiquitania regions 100 

(Baumann et al., 2017, Strassburg et al., 2017, Romero-Muñoz et al., 2019). Given the 101 

escalating threats to the values of dry forest across the globe, these regions are in dire 102 

need of improved land-use and conservation planning (Miles et al., 2006, Parr et al., 103 

2014).  104 

The dynamic nature of landscapes undergoing rapid land-use change, such as in 105 

deforestation frontiers, is an additional challenge to understanding trade-offs between 106 

agriculture and the environment (Carrasco et al., 2017, Barral et al., 2020, Macchi et 107 

al., 2020). Many types of land-use change are quasi-irreversible at time-scales relevant 108 

for sustainability planning, including the conversion of old-growth forests to 109 
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agriculture (Watson et al., 2018). Major irreversible land-use changes can therefore 110 

drastically limit future options to achieve sustainability. However, despite increasing 111 

evidence for strong agriculture-environment trade-offs (Seppelt et al., 2013), our 112 

understanding of how land-use policies alter the option space for mitigating trade-offs 113 

is weak. This is particularly so for those regions that are changing most rapidly, such as 114 

many tropical and subtropical dry forests. 115 

Attempts to analyze agriculture-environment trade-offs have often been local 116 

assessments or limited to patterns across a specific land-use intensity gradient. While 117 

this provides important insights into the relationship of agricultural production and 118 

environmental outcomes (Newbold et al., 2015, Williams et al., 2017, Macchi et al., 119 

2020), upscaling from local assessments to landscape and regional scales – scales that 120 

are most relevant for land-use and conservation planning – requires more than a 121 

simple extrapolation. Accepting strong local trade-offs (e.g. from intensified 122 

agriculture) in some locations might lessen overall pressure on land at broader scales 123 

(Macchi et al., 2013, Butsic et al., 2020), and understanding the environmental impacts 124 

of specific systems (e.g. intensified agriculture, agroforestry) does not elucidate on 125 

which combination of land uses are best to minimize agriculture-environment trade-126 

offs (Butsic & Kuemmerle, 2015). This is highly relevant because there is increasing 127 

evidence that landscapes that harbor a mix of land uses might mitigate trade-offs more 128 

than homogeneous landscapes (Law et al., 2015, Butsic et al., 2020). As most 129 

production landscapes fall somewhere on a multidimensional gradient between wild 130 

areas and fully intensified agriculture (Kremen & Merenlender, 2018, Kennedy et al., 131 

2019), understanding the trade-offs between land-use outcomes in regions where a 132 

diversity of land uses co-occur is important. 133 

Multi-objective optimization at regional scales can reveal trade-offs between 134 

agricultural production and the environment (Polasky et al., 2008, Bryan et al., 2011, 135 

Moilanen et al., 2011), with examples from Oregon (Nelson et al., 2009), California 136 

(Chan et al., 2006), the Brazilian Cerrado (Kennedy et al., 2016) and Indonesia (Law et 137 

al., 2015). Possibility frontiers (also known as Pareto frontiers) are a powerful tool for 138 

such analyses, as they assess the dynamic trade-offs between two or more competing 139 

objectives (e.g. agricultural production and biodiversity) for entire regions (Polasky et 140 
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al., 2008). Possibility frontiers construct option-spaces of land-use outcomes that can 141 

be achieved given a set of constraints and allow exploration of the effects of 142 

alternative policies on this option space. Thus, the possibility frontier describes the 143 

fundamental trade-offs between the objectives and identifies feasible and optimal 144 

land-allocation solutions to mitigate these trade-offs (Law et al., 2017). This, in turn, 145 

helps to identify combinations of goals that can be aligned through planning, versus 146 

goal combinations that are simply impossible to achieve (Watts et al., 2009, Bryan et 147 

al., 2015). Likewise, past, current, and future landscapes can be traced inside the 148 

possibility frontier, and the potential effectiveness of policies (e.g. zoning plans) to 149 

achieve higher multifunctionality can be evaluated. In short, possibility frontiers are 150 

strong tools for aligning agricultural and environmental goals in regions undergoing 151 

deforestation, but have so far been rarely applied for that purpose. 152 

The Argentinean Dry Chaco is a particularly interesting region to explore 153 

agriculture-environment tradeoffs. The expansion of cattle ranching and soybean 154 

production destined for international markets have turned this region into a global 155 

deforestation hotspot (Baumann et al., 2017, Kuemmerle et al., 2017), with major 156 

impacts on biodiversity (Periago et al., 2015, Romero-Muñoz et al., 2020), and globally-157 

relevant carbon emissions (Baumann et al., 2017). Previous work on agriculture-158 

environment trade-offs has focused on local scales, yielding diverging results about 159 

what land-use strategy might mitigate these trade-offs best (Mastrangelo & Gavin, 160 

2012, Macchi et al., 2013). Likewise, it remains unclear whether the regional land-use 161 

zoning (National Law 26331, known as the ‘Forest Law 2007’) has been effective in 162 

alleviating agriculture-environment trade-offs (Volante & Seghezzo, 2018) and how the 163 

current zoning policy constrains the possible option space for achieving 164 

multifunctionality (i.e. lower agriculture/environment trade-offs). Finally, there is an 165 

ongoing debate about the role of specific land uses in facilitating or inhibiting more 166 

sustainable and multifunctional landscapes, particularly related to the potential role of 167 

silvopastoral systems and subsistence forest smallholders. 168 

Here, we use possibility frontiers to assess the fundamental trade-offs between 169 

agricultural profits, biodiversity (relative abundance of birds and mammals), and 170 
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aboveground carbon stocks across the northern Argentinean Dry Chaco. Specifically, 171 

we ask: 172 

1. What is the fundamental nature of the trade-offs between agricultural profit, 173 

biodiversity, and carbon stocks in the Argentinean Dry Chaco? 174 

2. How does the current land-use zoning plan affect the option space to mitigate 175 

these trade-offs? 176 

3. How are current, past, and possible future land-use allocations placed against 177 

the possibility frontier, and what adjustments to the current land-use zoning 178 

would foster higher landscape-scale multifunctionality? 179 

 180 

METHODS 181 

Study region 182 

Our study region in the northern Argentinean Dry Chaco stretches across four 183 

provinces (174,197 km², Figure 1). Maximum temperature can reach 48°C in the 184 

summer and annual precipitation ranges from 400 mm to 900 mm, 80% of which falls 185 

between November and March (Morello et al., 2012). Natural vegetation is composed 186 

of forests and grasslands. The Chaco region is rich in biodiversity, with >3,400 plant 187 

species, >150 mammals, >500 birds, and many endemic animal and plant species 188 

(Bucher & Huszar, 1999, Banda-R et al., 2016, Nori et al., 2016). 189 

Major land-use changes began in the early 20th century, with smallholders 190 

settling in the Chaco forests (hereafter: forest smallholders), practicing subsistence 191 

ranching with livestock grazing freely in the forests around homesteads. Together with 192 

firewood extraction, selective logging, and charcoal production, this has degraded 193 

forests substantially in many areas (Grau et al., 2008). Beginning in the 1980s, 194 

industrialized cattle ranching and cropping, mainly for soybean production, has 195 

resulted in degradation of over 80% of the Argentinean Chaco, driven by technological 196 

innovation, rising commodity prices, and the opening of regional land markets to 197 

international trade (Zak et al., 2008). This rendered the greater region a global 198 

deforestation hotspot in the early 21st century (Hansen et al., 2013), and the study 199 

region a frontier landscape likely to experience severe deforestation in the near future. 200 
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In response, Argentina implemented a regional zoning plan (the ‘Forest Law’, 201 

Ley 26.331 de Presupuestos Mínimos de Protección Ambiental de los Bosques Nativos) 202 

in 2007 to reduce deforestation rates and to mitigate its environmental trade-offs. The 203 

Forest Law subdivides the remaining forest in the region into a ‘red’ conservation, a 204 

‘yellow’ sustainable use, and a ‘green’ development zone (Fig. 1). The exact definition 205 

and implementation of these zones vary by province, but can be simplified as follows: 206 

conservation zones are primarily for environmental protection (8.2% of the study 207 

region); sustainable development zones allow low-impact uses such as sustainable 208 

forestry, tourism, and partial clearing of forest for silvopasture (47.5% of the study 209 

region); and development zones allow clearance of forest, pending conditions (e.g. 210 

provincial limits to deforestation, retaining forest strips, and acquiring permits; 26.0% 211 

of the study region, here combined with the 26.4% of the region not zoned under the 212 

Forest Law). 213 

Forest smallholders and silvopastures have both recently received attention in 214 

the context of sustainable development in the Argentinean Chaco. Forest smallholder 215 

systems are currently widespread (more than 2,100 homesteads in our study region) 216 

and use surrounding forest areas for various purposes, including livestock grazing and 217 

timber extraction. In addition, forest smallholders exert considerable pressure on 218 

wildlife through hunting (Romero-Muñoz et al., 2020). Silvopastures, in contrast, are 219 

highlighted as a potentially low-impact, multifunctional land use and a potential future 220 

sustainable development pathway. Silvopastures ideally are managed both for meat 221 

and timber production, and are being promoted both in Argentina and internationally 222 

to manage environment-development trade-offs (Kremen & Merenlender, 2018, 223 

Nunez-Regueiro et al., 2018, Mauricio et al., 2019). However, as of 2015 silvopastures 224 

remain scarce at 2.0% across the study region, typically do not appear to be managed 225 

for timber or tree regeneration, and retain only a minor portion of carbon and 226 

biodiversity of undisturbed forests (Fernández et al., 2020, Macchi et al., 2020). The 227 

potential for these land uses to contribute to landscape-level efficiency and 228 

multifunctionality is unknown. 229 

Overall, the effects of the Forest Law zoning, in terms of mitigating 230 

agriculture/environment trade-offs, and thus to achieve higher multifunctionality at 231 
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landscape and regional scales, are unknown. A provision to update the regional zoning 232 

plan provides an important window of opportunity for policy review and reform. 233 

 234 

Figure 1: Major land systems (i.e. social-ecological system dominated by a specific land 235 

use) in the northern Argentinean Dry Chaco. (A) Location of the Gran Chaco (Data: 236 

Olson et al. (2001)). (B) Study region in the northern Argentinean Dry Chaco, with the 237 

distribution of major land systems as of 2015, color key with illustrations on the right. 238 

(C) Current land-use zoning in the study region (forest smallholders shown here by a 239 

2km radius within forest area). 240 

Analysis framework 241 

Given the ramifications of rapid agricultural expansion on biodiversity and carbon, we 242 

focused our analysis on these three dimensions (agricultural profit from soy and beef, 243 

a biodiversity metric representing aggregate relative abundance of 26 bird and 17 244 

mammal species, and aboveground carbon stock) and analyzed the trade-offs between 245 
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them under different potential future policies using a possibility frontier analysis (Fig. 246 

2). We defined the frontier as a spatial multi-objective optimization problem (Bryan et 247 

al., 2015, Law et al., 2017) across a landscape (i.e. our study region, defined as a 248 

heterogeneous region with multiple interacting socio-ecological systems). In short, our 249 

approach optimized a set of decision variables (i.e. variables determining which land 250 

system is allocated to each cell across the landscape), given a maximization objective, 251 

subject to constraints (described in brief below, and in full in Appendix A). 252 

Decision variables allocated cells into one of five alternative land systems 253 

(defined as a social-ecological system dominated by a specific land use). Specifically, 254 

for our study region, these are: cropland, pasture, silvopasture, forest smallholders, 255 

and forest (Figure 1). Each of these land systems provide spatially-variable benefits for 256 

biodiversity, agricultural profit, and carbon stock, with values of each cell determined 257 

by their underlying biophysical capacity and past land use. A sixth land system 258 

collectively included areas that both contributed to biodiversity and carbon benefits 259 

(e.g. natural grasslands, protected areas), as well as areas that did not contribute to 260 

any benefits (i.e. waterbodies, built-up, bare ground), all of which were assumed to 261 

stay constant during the optimization (henceforth: ‘static’). 262 

The maximization objective and target constraints jointly describe the three 263 

dimensions of the frontier: We traced this 3D-frontier with the objective of maximizing 264 

our biodiversity metric for iteratively increasing targets for agriculture and carbon. 265 

Target constraints traced the possibility frontier across a gradient of agricultural profit 266 

and carbon stocks that must be achieved (from 0% to 100% of their respective 267 

maxima, in 2% intervals). Transition constraints determined which land systems were 268 

allowed to be allocated to a cell, based on different land-use policy scenarios and 269 

historical land-use trajectories. For example, we assumed that areas previously subject 270 

to extensive clearing (i.e. cropland, pasture, and silvopasture) would not be able to be 271 

restored back to forest over the time horizon relevant for planning (e.g. years to 272 

decades). We prepared all data in R (v3.1.2; R Core Team 2014), using prioritizr 273 

(Hanson et al., 2020) to facilitate development of the optimization problem, which was 274 

solved using Gurobi v6.0 (Gurobi Optimization, 2010). Further R-packages used in data 275 

development and processing are detailed in Appendix A. 276 
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 277 

Figure 2: Analytical framework for analyzing the trade-offs between agriculture, 278 

biodiversity, and carbon in the Argentinean Dry Chaco. We first mapped potential 279 

benefits per land system across the study region and developed alternative spatial 280 

policy scenarios regarding which transitions between land systems were allowed (see 281 

Table 1 for transition scenarios). Next, we used spatial optimization of land systems for 282 

the whole study region to yield a landscape-scale possibility frontier (here illustrated 283 
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showing two dimensions, agricultural profit and biodiversity index, only). Points on the 284 

frontier are efficient (i.e. more biodiversity can only be achieved if agricultural profit 285 

goes down or vice versa). Points along the middle of the frontier are described here as 286 

configurations of land systems that efficiently achieve high landscape-level 287 

multifunctionality (i.e. a feasible balance of relatively good outcomes for all objectives). 288 

Land systems and their current and potential benefits 289 

We mapped land systems and the potential benefits per land system for each 290 

of the three dimensions: agricultural production, biodiversity, and carbon stocks. To 291 

map land systems, we selected the year 2015 as a baseline for our analyses. The land-292 

systems map (Fig. 1) was based on a land-cover map derived from 30 m-resolution 293 

Landsat images (Baumann et al., 2017), aggregated to the dominant land system in 294 

1 km cells (i.e. forest, cropland, pasture, natural grasslands, and other). Silvopastoral 295 

systems were identified as pastures with 12-30% woody cover (Macchi et al., 2020). 296 

Forest smallholder homesteads were digitized from very-high-resolution imagery in 297 

Google Earth (Romero-Muñoz et al., 2020). We assumed a smallholder footprint radius 298 

of influence on surrounding forests of 1 km (carbon stocks) or 2 km (biodiversity and 299 

agricultural profit) around homesteads, representing an average estimate of the 300 

strongest effects on most species and forest structure (Baumann et al., 2018, Vallejos 301 

et al., 2020a). As the spatial footprint of some activities by forest smallholders (e.g., 302 

livestock grazing, hunting) can be larger than 2 km, we also examined results for a 303 

smallholder footprint radius of 5 km for biodiversity and agricultural profit. We 304 

assigned protected areas according to the World Database of Protected Areas 305 

(www.protectedplanet.net), including the recently designated national park El 306 

Impenetrable. For further details and discussion on land system mapping, including 307 

assumptions regarding smallholders and silvopasture, see Appendix A1. 308 

To define agricultural profits per land system, we focused on beef and soy, the 309 

two major commodities in the region. Functions deriving agricultural yield and gross 310 

profit (USD km-2yr-1) for soy (from cropland) and beef (from pasture, silvopasture, and 311 

forest smallholders)(Murray et al. 2016), were spatially differentiated with reference 312 

to precipitation (ClimateSA v1.0; http://tinyurl.com/ClimateSA) and distance to trade 313 

centers (Piquer-Rodríguez et al., 2018). Our biodiversity indicator represented the 314 
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weighted sum of the relative abundances of a set of focal species (i.e. 26 birds and 17 315 

mammals) for which data were available. We used potential distributions of these 316 

species (Torres et al., 2014) to define potential presence. Within these distributions, 317 

we used the land system map and the relative abundance per land system (Macchi et 318 

al., 2013 & this study) to create an abundance index per species. We gave each species 319 

equal weighting in the optimization by scaling species-wise indices by their respective 320 

landscape-scale maxima. For carbon stocks in forest, we used models of above-ground 321 

potential biomass in forest as a function of precipitation (Gasparri & Baldi, 2013), and 322 

we assumed 50% of the above-ground forest biomass to be carbon (Baumann et al., 323 

2017). For cropland, pastures, and natural grasslands, we used above-ground carbon 324 

estimates from Baumann et al. (2017). For silvopastures, we used the average above-325 

ground carbon stock mapped in silvopastures (Gasparri & Baldi, 2013). We 326 

acknowledge several assumptions and simplifications. For example, we did not 327 

consider interactions between land systems (such as dependencies between beef and 328 

soy production), carbon emissions from livestock, or the costs or benefits of 329 

transitioning between land-uses (e.g. developing crops on previously forested areas). 330 

For a detailed description of the mapping of all three benefits, including input data and 331 

discussion of caveats, see Appendix A2. 332 

Policy scenarios 333 

We defined four policy scenarios with regards to allowed transitions between 334 

land systems (Table 1; Appendix A3) to reflect different land-use planning agendas. S0 335 

defines the ‘fundamental’ frontier (i.e. the frontier limited only by biophysical 336 

constraints). SFL reflects transition constraints imposed via the current Forest Law 337 

zoning. Given discussion surrounding ‘sustainable-use’ options under the Forest Law, 338 

we developed SSE, which tests the impact of supporting forest smallholders as a 339 

culturally important land system (i.e. a socio-ecological scenario), and a ‘no 340 

silvopasture’ scenario, SNSP, to ascertain the importance of this land system. Further 341 

details are given in Appendix A3. 342 
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Table 1: Policy scenarios summarizing the constraints imposed on transitions allowed 343 

between land systems in the optimization process. Further details on transitions are 344 

given in Appendix A3. 345 

Scenario Description 

S0 - the 

‘fundamental’ 

frontier 

Subject to biophysical constraints only, this scenario reflected a 

hypothetical, most flexible policy that describes an upper baseline of 

potential possibilities. All land systems could transition to all others 

except (1) cropland, pasture, and silvopastures, were assumed as 

unable to transition to forest, (2) forest smallholders could persist 

but not expand, and (3) the static zone remained constant. 

SFL - Forest 

Law scenario 

This scenario reflected a pragmatic interpretation of the Forest Law 

zoning (Figure 1): The development zone allowed transitions among 

all zones as for S0. In addition to basic constraints, the sustainable-

use zone required (1) any transitions from forest to be for 

silvopasture, (2) mandated the transition of existing cropland and 

pasture to silvopasture, and (3) allowed but did not mandate 

persistence of forest smallholders. The conservation zone 

maintained forest and mandated transitions of other land systems 

to the most biodiversity-friendly system possible (i.e. forest 

smallholders to forest, cropland and pasture to silvopasture). 

SSE - 

Socioecological 

scenario 

This scenario reflects a perspective that forest smallholders are a 

culturally important and desired land system. Forest smallholders 

were therefore assumed to persist (i.e. held constant) in this 

scenario. All other transitions constraints were as in the S0 scenario. 

SNSP – No 

silvopasture 

scenario 

This scenario was developed to test the importance of the 

silvopasture land system. SNSP specified that silvopastures were not 

allowed to expand from 2015 levels (2%), with all other transition 

constraints as in S0. 

In addition to these four transition scenarios, we assessed eight point scenarios 346 

representing past and future land-allocations. We located these point scenarios 347 
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relative to the possibility frontiers and compared outcomes. Past point scenarios used 348 

the actual land-system configurations from 1985, 2000, and 2015. Future point 349 

scenarios included both optimized land-system allocations and projected future land 350 

allocations. For the former, we selected points from each transition scenario’s 351 

possibility frontier that gave efficient multifunctional outcomes at the landscape scale, 352 

defined here as the maximum biodiversity (and near maximal carbon) outcomes while 353 

achieving 50% of the maximum agricultural production possible for the study region. 354 

For the latter, we projected future land-system allocations as if the Forest Law zoning 355 

would be fully developed (i.e. all of the development zone transitions to cropland, all 356 

of the sustainable-use zone transitions to silvopasture, and all of the conservation zone 357 

transitions to the land system providing the highest biodiversity score possible at a 358 

given location). We stress that this explores the hypothetical endpoint of full 359 

development for a pragmatic interpretation of the current zoning: some provinces 360 

currently specify maximum conversion proportions, so our scenario explores the 361 

situation should these restrictions be relaxed (e.g. in case land for expansion becomes 362 

scarcer, or due to weak enforcement). Further details on the point scenarios are given 363 

in Appendix A3. 364 

Frontier analyses 365 

To assess the trade-offs between agricultural profit, biodiversity, and carbon 366 

stocks, we first assessed the general shape of the fundamental possibility frontier 367 

under S0. Next, to assess the impact of the Forest Law policy, we compared the 368 

possibility frontiers developed for the policy scenarios S0 and SFL. Given that the Forest 369 

Law designates special importance on silvopasture and forest smallholders, we also 370 

assessed the impacts of these on the possibility frontier by comparing SSE and SNSP with 371 

S0. We then located the past and potential future point scenarios within the 372 

fundamental possibility frontier (S0) to understand trends in landscape change relative 373 

to this frontier. We also identified critical area thresholds for land-system allocations 374 

required for the future, optimized multifunctional point scenarios. Finally, we 375 

compared land-system allocations at these points to propose safeguards or 376 

modifications to the Forest Law to improve the likelihood of achieving an efficient (i.e. 377 

on the possibility frontier) and multifunctional (i.e. balancing agricultural production, 378 
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carbon storage and biodiversity) landscape in our study region. Results presented in 379 

the main text apply to the assumed radius of smallholder forest influence of 2 km; the 380 

alternative 5km assumption is presented in Appendix B5. 381 

RESULTS 382 

Fundamental trade-offs between agricultural profits, carbon stocks, and 383 

biodiversity 384 

The possibility frontier for S0 reveals the fundamental trade-offs between agricultural 385 

profit, carbon stocks, and biodiversity in the Argentinean Dry Chaco (Fig. 3). We found 386 

high compatibility of biodiversity and carbon in the study region, with both dimensions 387 

changing largely in parallel. However, both carbon and biodiversity show a consistent 388 

trade-off with agriculture (Figure 4). In other words, while there are strong synergies 389 

between the two environmental dimensions, both are diminished by increasing 390 

agricultural profit in the Argentinean Chaco. We provide a more detailed description of 391 

the fundamental possibility frontier in Appendix B (Fig. B1). 392 

 393 
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Figure 3: The 3D possibility frontier for the most flexible scenario, S0. (in color, with the 394 

corresponding 2D trade-offs shown in grey), showing the fundamental trade-offs (i.e. 395 

given only biophysical constraints, no policy constraints) between agricultural profits 396 

(x-axis), carbon stocks (y-axis), and biodiversity (z-axis, and color gradient). A-E show 397 

land-system configurations for points across the possibility frontier, with A representing 398 

the maximum carbon and biodiversity endpoint, E the maximum agriculture endpoint, 399 

and B, C, and D intermediate positions on the frontier. 400 

Our scenario S0 shows the hypothetical endpoints of maximizing each of the 401 

three dimensions (although none of these endpoints are likely socially desirable or 402 

practically feasible). The maximum value of agricultural profit for the entire study 403 

region (i.e. maximum agricultural development) was about 2.76 billion USD per year. 404 

The maximum value for above-ground carbon stock of the region was about 730.1 PgC 405 

and the maximum value of biodiversity in S0 was 92.6% of the theoretical maximum 406 

(this is <100% due to trade-offs between species requirements, as some species prefer 407 

forest and others open habitats; Fig. B3). Our possibility frontier also highlights the 408 

magnitude of the trade-offs. For instance, at the endpoint with maximum agricultural 409 

profit (i.e. at 100%), only 14.2% and 19.6% of the possible maximum carbon and 410 

biodiversity was retained, respectively. Conversely, 100% of the potential carbon was 411 

retained for the maximum biodiversity endpoint, although only 14.4% of the 412 

agricultural-profit dimension is achieved at this point. 413 

At the maximum biodiversity endpoint of the S0 frontier, the landscape was 414 

predominantly allocated to forest (72.4% of the study region; Fig. 4), while existing 415 

crop and pasture are allocated to silvopastures (19.0%), with the remaining 8.7% held 416 

static. When agricultural profit is maximized, virtually all available land is allocated to 417 

cropping (91.1%), except for small areas in the north where low rainfall results in a 418 

higher predicted profitability of pasture (<0.3%). Approximately a quarter of the region 419 

was allocated to silvopasture across all but the highest agricultural or biodiversity 420 

target values; and virtually no pasture is allocated (Fig. 4). 421 
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 422 

Figure 4: Characteristics of optimized solutions: allocations of land systems (top row) 423 

and achievement for all three targets (agricultural profits, carbon stocks, biodiversity) 424 

relative to maximum (bottom row), for each transition scenario (columns). Bars 425 

represent values for point solutions that achieve maximum biodiversity (and near-426 

maximum carbon) for each agricultural target (x-axis). Missing bars represent 427 

infeasible solutions.  428 

Impacts of the current land-use zoning, forest smallholders, and 429 

silvopastures 430 

Optimizing land systems under the Forest Law (SFL) had little impact on the 431 

overall shape of the frontier below the 75% agriculture target. Agricultural profit 432 

targets higher than 78% become infeasible due to Forest Law zoning restrictions 433 

(second column Figure 4, Appendix B2 Fig. B2). This implies that environmental trade-434 

offs beyond agricultural profit targets of 78% are likely too stark to be socially 435 

acceptable. Given this assumption (i.e. social irrelevance of the outcomes at 436 

agricultural targets past that feasible in SFL), a key outcome from comparing S0 and SFL 437 

is that the land-system configuration within the current zoning can be optimized to 438 

deliver outcomes equivalent to our most flexible baseline scenario. At the biodiversity 439 
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and carbon endpoints, land-system allocations of SFL and S0 are similar. Towards the 440 

agricultural profit endpoint, silvopastures play a much stronger role in SFL (< 58.8%) 441 

compared to S0, reflecting the constraints imposed by the Forest Law (Figure 4). 442 

Forest smallholders, when a 2 km footprint is assumed, currently occupy 12.4% 443 

of our study region and 17.1% of the remaining forest outside protected areas (Figure 444 

5). Comparing the scenario where forest smallholder systems are maintained in the 445 

landscape (SSE) with the most flexible scenario (S0), showed that maintaining forest 446 

smallholders reduces the maximum agricultural profit endpoint by 10%, as well as the 447 

maximum carbon and biodiversity endpoints by 2.0% and 5.5% respectively (third 448 

column in Figure 4, and Fig. B2). When compared to the most flexible scenario, S0, the 449 

SSE scenario reduces biodiversity across the frontier by an average of 5.7 percentage 450 

points, and carbon by 1.8 percentage points. Agriculture is reduced overall by an 451 

average of 3.0 percentage points, despite increasing up to 4.7 percentage points at 452 

high carbon endpoints (Figure 4, Fig. B2). Across the frontier slices of maximum carbon 453 

for set agricultural targets, the forest smallholder area increased, up to 8.9% in S0 454 

(mean = 3.9%), and similar in the SFL and SNSP scenarios, indicating that further use of 455 

forest smallholders than that indicated here may be near-optimal. 456 

If silvopastures were not allowed to expand, agricultural development would be 457 

restricted to the ‘green’ development zone (49.0% of the allocable area, of which a 458 

third is already revelop), imposing severe constraints on total agricultural profits. 459 

Across much of the SNSP frontier, optimal solutions for maximizing biodiversity 460 

sometimes includes smaller shares of tree-less pasture, but comparing SNSP to the most 461 

flexible scenario S0 showed that without silvopastures, reduced agriculture, carbon and 462 

biodiversity levels are achieved for equivalent target combinations (average decrease 463 

by 4.1, 11.3 and 8.3 percentage points, respectively; fourth column in Figure 4, and Fig. 464 

B2). 465 

Past, current, and future land-system achievements 466 

The study area remains one of the least developed areas of the Gran Chaco, yet 467 

even here forest conversion has tripled from about 7,300 km² between 1985 and 2000, 468 

to 23,100 km² between 2000 and 2015, with crops and pasture rapidly expanding 469 
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during this period (Figure 5, Table B1). Assessing past land-system allocations against 470 

our possibility frontier reveals how past changes have increased agricultural profit at a 471 

major cost to carbon and biodiversity (Fig. 5, Table B2). With a cursory glance, our 472 

analysis seems to show that recent land-use changes are tracking the currently viable 473 

frontier, but frontiers constructed with past land system constraints would have been 474 

larger, as indicated by the >100% scores for biodiversity and carbon for past land 475 

system configurations (Fig. B1). This suggests that land use change, if viewed relative 476 

to a past frontier, would likely show increasing inefficiency (distance from the frontier). 477 

 478 

Figure 5: Achievement in terms of agricultural profit, carbon stock, and biodiversity for 479 

past, current and possible future point scenarios. Past land-system allocations are 480 

based on the mapping of land systems for that year. Point scenarios (representing 481 

possible future land-system allocations) include both solutions that exist on the frontier 482 

(i.e. maximize biodiversity, then carbon) at a 50% agricultural target (for each of the 483 

transition scenarios; suffix “_opt50”), and an allocation representing full development 484 

of the SFL scenario (suffix “_fulldev”). Axes are defined by the maximum endpoints for 485 

each feature under the S0 frontier, in which constraints include the infeasibility of full 486 

forest restoration from cropland, pasture, and silvopastures extant in the baseline year 487 
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(2015). As such, past landscapes with more extant forests can achieve more than 100% 488 

carbon or biodiversity. 489 

All of the optimized, multifunctional point scenarios assessed here (i.e. 490 

solutions representing possible future land-system allocations that maximize for 491 

biodiversity, then carbon, at the 50% agricultural target - which is 2.4 times the 492 

agricultural profit in 2015; Table B4) resulted in similar levels of achievement, albeit 493 

with different land-system allocations, with the exception of reduced carbon if no 494 

silvopastures were allowed (Fig. 5; Table B3). These alternative point solutions showed 495 

that both land-sharing or land-sparing tendencies are possible: solutions either rely on 496 

silvopastures or on a mix of crop and forest to achieve landscape-scale 497 

multifunctionality. Yet, all of these solutions require large areas of forest cover. Across 498 

these point scenarios, the minimum forest cover (i.e. forest, smallholder forest 499 

livestock, and forest in protected areas) was 42.7% under SFL and the highest was 500 

51.4% under SNSP (with an area with intensive agriculture of 15.0% and 41.1%, 501 

respectively (Figure 5: Appendix B). If forest smallholders are maintained under SSE this 502 

substitutes for cover in the ‘forest’ land system, resulting in a 3.6 percentage point 503 

increase in total forest area required over S0. 504 

Full development of the landscape under the Forest Law (SFL) scenario would be 505 

highly suboptimal, particularly for biodiversity (Fig. 5, Appendix B). Forest cover, at 506 

7.9%, is far below the 40%-50% critical thresholds identified in the optimal 507 

‘multifunctional’ solutions. Further, cropland, at 41.4%, and silvopasture, at 44.7%, 508 

together cover 1.7 times the respective area in the SFL point solution (15.0%, 36.3% 509 

respectively). In other words, while the Forest Law in principle would allow for near-510 

optimal, multifunctional outcomes, it does not seem to encourage this. 511 

Comparing the S0 and SFL point scenario allocations in different Forest Law 512 

zones, and at equivalent agricultural profit targets, indicates opportunities to improve 513 

efficiency of the Forest Law and landscape multifunctionality. Over 50% of the ‘yellow’ 514 

sustainable-use zone would be better allocated to remain as forest, along with almost 515 

a quarter of the ‘green’ zone (Fig. 6). The sustainable use zone could also be extended 516 

over a further third of the existing ‘green’ development zone (Fig. 6). 517 
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 518 

Figure 6: Land-system allocations for the 2015 landscape and optimal point solutions 519 

(giving maximum biodiversity for 50% agriculture) for the Flexible (S0_opt50, i.e. 520 

unconstrained by zoning regulations) and Forest Law (SFL_opt50) scenarios (columns), 521 

with respect to the current Forest Law zones (rows). Land systems allowed under the 522 

different Forest Law zones are shown in the key (the exception being ‘static’ which 523 

includes both protected areas likely falling in the conservation zone, and other land 524 

systems potentially in any zone). Existing areas of cropland, pasture, and silvopasture 525 
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are assumed as unable to transition to forest, and therefore in the SFL scenario 526 

conservation and sustainable use zones are forced to silvopasture. 527 

DISCUSSION 528 

Transitioning to landscapes that balance human resource use, ecosystem 529 

service provisioning, and biodiversity conservation has become a central goal in the 530 

tropics and subtropics (Laurance et al., 2014, Carrasco et al., 2017, Law et al., 2017). 531 

Designing such multifunctional landscapes critically rests on understanding what the 532 

available option space for planners and policy makers to mitigate trade-offs is, and 533 

how policies and progressing deforestation alter that option space. This necessitates 534 

moving from local-scale to landscape-scale trade-off assessments (Polasky et al., 2008, 535 

Kennedy et al., 2016, Butsic et al., 2020). We here applied landscape-scale possibility 536 

frontiers to quantify trade-offs between agricultural production, biodiversity, and 537 

carbon stocks for the Argentinean Dry Chaco, one of the world’s major deforestation 538 

hotspots. This allowed understanding how the current land-use zoning, as well as past 539 

and future land-use change, foster or inhibit multifunctionality. Collectively, our results 540 

demonstrate that there remain opportunities for transitioning to multifunctional 541 

landscapes in the study region, but these are disappearing rapidly. The time for 542 

sustainability planning in the Chaco is now. 543 

Quantifying trade-offs at a landscape-scale across the north Argentinean Dry 544 

Chaco revealed substantial co-benefits between biodiversity and carbon stocks, yet 545 

also strong trade-offs of both with agricultural profits. Substantial synergies between 546 

protecting carbon stocks and biodiversity have been suggested for tropical moist 547 

forests, in South America and elsewhere (Strassburg et al., 2010, Deere et al., 2018, 548 

Soto-Navarro et al., 2020). Here we show that such synergies also exist for tropical and 549 

subtropical dry forests. The strong, positive relationship between carbon stocks and 550 

biodiversity that we find is encouraging, because it suggests considerable potential for 551 

carbon funding to leverage biodiversity co-benefits, as envisioned in REDD+ or similar 552 

initiatives. Spatially-detailed biodiversity data is scarce in the Chaco and other tropical 553 

dry forests (Blackie et al., 2014, Periago et al., 2015, Romero-Muñoz et al., 2020). Yet 554 

possibilities for monitoring carbon stocks and changes therein are increasing thanks to 555 

rapid advancement of remote-sensing technologies (Joshi et al., 2016, Qi et al., 2019). 556 
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Our results suggest this can deliver useful spatial proxies for sustainability planning in 557 

tropical and subtropical dry forests. 558 

Our analyses show that agricultural profit in the Chaco trades off strongly with 559 

the environment, as in other deforestation frontiers (Laurance et al., 2014). This 560 

underlines that agricultural expansion and no-net-loss in tropical biodiversity might 561 

simply not be feasible and some level of trade-off needs to be accepted (Phalan et al., 562 

2013, Kehoe et al., 2017). Importantly, our possibility frontiers (Fig. 3, Fig. B1), show 563 

fairly consistent regional-scale agriculture-environment trade-offs across the 564 

fundamental possibility frontier, despite highly non-linear relationships at local scales 565 

(Mastrangelo & Gavin, 2012, Macchi et al., 2013, Macchi et al., 2020). On one hand, 566 

this could be interpreted as a relatively low risk of regional-scale tipping points, 567 

however we caution that our analysis did not include spatial and temporal 568 

dependencies which may reveal these phenomena. On the other hand, our results also 569 

suggest that further large-scale agricultural expansion is likely to (continue to) cause 570 

major losses in biodiversity and carbon stocks. With potential environmental assets 571 

spread fairly homogeneously throughout the region, the Chaco is clearly at risk of a 572 

‘death by 1000 cuts’, a situation that is likely emblematic for many regions where 573 

modern commodity frontiers expand (Phalan et al., 2013, Laurance et al., 2014, Elsa et 574 

al., 2017). 575 

Smart landscape design can help to transition towards more sustainable land 576 

systems, and zoning is a key instrument in this context (Turner II et al., 2013, Torrella 577 

et al., 2018). Our analyses of the current zoning of the Argentinean Chaco suggest 578 

considerable unused potential for managing agriculture-environment trade-offs. While 579 

the zoning, as currently implemented, would allow for landscapes that near-optimally 580 

manage trade-offs at the regional scale, it does neither mandate nor encourage these. 581 

Our analyses also showed that full land-use development according to the current 582 

zoning would lead to highly suboptimal outcomes, with substantial (and likely 583 

irreversible) losses of remaining biodiversity and carbon stocks (Figure 4). Adjusting 584 

the zoning so that it encourages and ensures higher socio-ecological outcomes (i.e. 585 

closer to the mid-point of the possibility frontier) is therefore urgently needed. 586 

Landscapes that better align agriculture and the environment are possible, and our 587 
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analyses showed a wide range of land-use strategies that can foster them in the study 588 

region (Fig. 5). Yet, a critical component for all these strategies is to maintain at least 589 

40%, and preferably closer to 50%, of remaining forests, in line with recommendations 590 

from local-scale studies (Semper-Pascual et al., 2019, Daskalova et al., 2020, Macchi et 591 

al., 2020). More generally, our analyses underline the key importance of maintaining 592 

substantial areas of natural habitat (Di Marco et al., 2019). 593 

A central finding from our work is that agricultural systems that retain woody 594 

cover, such as silvopastures, can mitigate agriculture-biodiversity trade-offs at the 595 

regional scale in the Dry Chaco. The potential biodiversity value of wildlife-friendly 596 

production systems has been previously identified for the Chaco (Mastrangelo and 597 

Gavin, 2012) and elsewhere (Mauricio et al., 2019). Yet, whether silvopastures can 598 

mitigate trade-offs at broader scales has been questioned, as more intensified 599 

ranching could potentially spare more forest from conversion (Macchi et al., 2013). 600 

Silvopastures featured prominently in most of our optimal solutions that most 601 

efficiently balance agriculture and biodiversity (Figure 5), reflecting the considerable 602 

potential of this land system in the region. However, very different land-system 603 

configurations had relatively similar environmental benefits, provided at least 40- 50 % 604 

of the forest area was retained (Figure 4). Importantly, our optimal solutions did not 605 

fall into the categories of pure land sparing and land sharing, but consisted of a mix of 606 

land systems (Figure 5), providing further evidence that mixed and regionally adapted 607 

strategies require careful consideration and mainstreaming (Law et al., 2017, Butsic et 608 

al., 2020). We caution that these recommendations include the caveat that extinction 609 

in fragmented and degraded forests can occur with a time delay (Semper-Pascual et 610 

al., 2018); these reflect non-linear dependencies that were not included in our model. 611 

Some uncertainty surrounding the role of silvopastures remains. On one hand, 612 

silvopastures are not yet widely adopted in the Chaco, and, as currently implemented 613 

are often poor in carbon and biodiversity retained (Fernández et al., 2020, Macchi et 614 

al., 2020). For example, bird communities collapse below woody thresholds of around 615 

40% (Macchi et al., 2019), and most silvopastures in the Chaco have much lower levels 616 

of woody cover (<15%; Appendix A). Our estimates of the potential value of 617 

silvopastures are therefore likely conservative, in this regard, and their importance for 618 
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multifunctionally would increase if more biodiversity-friendly and carbon-rich 619 

silvopastoral practices were adopted. On the other hand, there is considerable doubt if 620 

silvopastoral systems, as currently practiced, will maintain environmental values in the 621 

long-term; with evidence that they rapidly loose trees and carbon (Fernández et al., 622 

2020). Likewise, biodiversity found in silvopastures might heavily depend on nearby 623 

forests (Macchi et al., 2020), and silvopastures might constitute sink habitat as hunting 624 

pressure on them can be high (Romero-Muñoz et al., 2020). All this cautions against a 625 

widespread expansion of silvopasture into remaining forests (as encouraged by the 626 

current zoning), and our results suggest rather that areas currently under intense 627 

agricultural land systems are converted to silvopasture. It also highlights the need for 628 

more empirical data on how the environmental benefits of silvopastures vary across 629 

different levels of woody cover and over time. 630 

Many dry forest regions harbor indigenous people and other traditional 631 

communities who critically depend on forests for their livelihoods (Blackie et al., 2014, 632 

Newton et al., 2016). Expanding commodity agriculture increasingly leads to hidden or 633 

open conflicts with such forest-dependent communities, and the Chaco is no exception 634 

to this (Vallejos et al., 2020b). Yet forest smallholders also cause considerable local 635 

forest degradation and defaunation (Altrichter, 2006, Grau et al., 2008, Romero-636 

Muñoz et al., 2020), and it has therefore been questioned whether smallholder 637 

systems can be aligned with regional-scale conservation goals (Grau et al., 2008). Here, 638 

we show that this is indeed possible: maintaining forest smallholders in the landscape 639 

(our scenario SSE), while not optimal, was largely able to balance agriculture-640 

environment trade-offs in our case (Figure 4, Figure 5). This demonstrates that 641 

promoting or protecting traditional livelihoods does not have to conflict with 642 

reasonable conservation or agricultural production goals. This does not mean that local 643 

environmental degradation by forest smallholders should be accepted. Rather, 644 

decreasing their environmental impacts (e.g. adopting more sustainable silvopastoral 645 

systems, or shifting to sustainable forest use and hunting) provides considerable 646 

potential for fostering increased sustainability at local and regional scales. Importantly, 647 

we note that there are also important pull factors at play leading to the outmigration 648 

of forest smallholders from the Chaco (e.g. better income opportunities, civil services, 649 
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and infrastructure in cities) and that maintaining the status quo of many forest 650 

smallholders (e.g. high tenure insecurity, extreme poverty, low access to health care) is 651 

likely socially undesirable. Rather, allowing for the development of forest smallholders 652 

in a way that maintains and strengthens the ties between people and environment 653 

should be a goal (Fischer et al., 2012). 654 

Our perhaps most central finding is that the window of opportunity for 655 

achieving more multifunctional landscapes in the Chaco is closing rapidly. Recent land-656 

use changes have moved the north Argentinean Dry Chaco rapidly along the possibility 657 

frontier, and potential future land-use change will continue to do so (Figure 5). Two 658 

land-use changes chiefly drive this development. First, commercial agriculture 659 

(cropland and pastures) currently continues to expand into areas that our 660 

optimizations often allocated to silvopastures. Second, forest continues to be lost, and 661 

our analyses clearly suggest that reducing forest cover below 40-50% should be 662 

avoided (Figure 5). This threshold broadly converges with empirically and theoretically 663 

identified critical thresholds in woody cover of about 40%, in the Chaco and elsewhere 664 

(Macchi et al., 2019, Arroyo-Rodríguez et al., 2020), and recent high-level calls for 665 

providing more space for nature (Ellis, 2019). It is important to highlight that our study 666 

region still contains sizeable forest areas (Figure 1), but other areas in the greater 667 

Chaco (e.g. the southern Argentinean Chaco, the Paraguayan Chaco) have been 668 

deforested much more (Baumann et al., 2017). Unfortunately, the zoning in the 669 

current Forest Law leaves a door open to agricultural development, and if current land-670 

use trends continue, our study region would rapidly fall below the 50% forest 671 

threshold, sliding into suboptimal biodiversity and carbon outcomes. It cannot be 672 

overemphasized that the time for sustainability planning in the Chaco is now. Our 673 

analyses show that such planning is urgently needed to avoid stark environmental 674 

trade-offs, as in other South American tropical dry forest and savanna regions 675 

(Strassburg et al., 2017). The now overdue revision and reform of the Argentine Forest 676 

Law, originally scheduled for 2014-16, provides a clear policy mandate and opportunity 677 

in this regard. 678 

Several concrete recommendations for land-use planning derive from our work. 679 

First, as outlined above, protecting the majority of remaining forests and ensuring 680 
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forest cover remains above 40-50% is pivotal. Second, the transition from pastures to 681 

silvopastures, especially silvopastures with high woody cover, should be a priority. This 682 

is important to foster better outcomes of the current land-use zoning but should not 683 

come at the expense of regional forest cover. Third, an adjustment of the current 684 

zoning can encourage higher landscape-level multifunctionality and lower trade-offs in 685 

the long run. This should include (a) protecting remaining larger forest patches (e.g. in 686 

the El Impenetrable) from conversion, even to silvopastures, (b) ensuring connectivity 687 

between areas of natural habitat (Torrella et al., 2018), (c) fostering the establishment 688 

of carbon- and biodiversity-rich silvopastures, including in areas where that is currently 689 

not required (i.e. in ‘green’ development zones), and (d) supporting forest 690 

smallholders to transition to more sustainable modes of forest and wildlife use, in 691 

order to increase the overall environmental benefits of forest smallholder systems. As 692 

we show here, forest smallholders should not be seen as a barrier for achieving 693 

regional-scale multifunctionality, and lowering their local environmental impact entails 694 

major opportunities. Finally, our analyses provide both a pathway and a petition to 695 

leave the binary, polarized view of land sparing vs. land sharing behind. Optimal 696 

landscapes that mitigate trade-offs at the regional scale typically entail elements of 697 

both (e.g. intensified agriculture, protected forests, and wildlife-friendly production 698 

systems). 699 

More generally, our approach based on spatial multi-criteria optimization and 700 

efficiency frontiers highlights how regional-scale trade-offs can be quantified, and how 701 

such knowledge can help to strike a better balance between agriculture and various 702 

environmental outcomes. This is a central policy goal for many regions in the Global 703 

South, particularly for deforestation frontiers (Turner II et al., 2013, Laurance et al., 704 

2014, Leclère et al., 2020). The approach we showcase here can be powerful for that 705 

purpose by quantifying multi-dimensional trade-offs, identifying land-system 706 

configurations that would most efficiently manage such trade-offs, detecting critical, 707 

regional-scale thresholds, and by identifying policy levers to set landscapes onto 708 

pathways towards more sustainable futures. There are few regions in the world where 709 

this is more urgently needed than in tropical dry forests and savannas, many of which 710 

are under high and rising pressure from agricultural expansion and intensification 711 
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(Blackie et al., 2014, Parr et al., 2014, Strassburg et al., 2017). Our approach provides a 712 

powerful framework for adaptive sustainability planning that can monitor trade-offs as 713 

land-use change progresses and new data becomes available, and a testbed for 714 

assessing the potential efficacy of land-use plans, polices, and land systems that seek 715 

both social and ecological outcomes. 716 
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